Supply Chain Manager
•
•
•

You MUST be from a Large Brand Name Pharma company.
You Must have Pharma experience in S&OP, Replenishment, supplier relationship
management etc
You will manage Critical Vendors, you will manage many skus of the client's product

Our client located in near the Mississauga / Oakville border is looking for a Supply Chain Manager,
although there is no staff to manage in this role.
You MUST BE an Excel SUPERUSER, or this job will not work for the client or you. Currently using
Dynamics NAV as their ERP. The planning is done in Excel with data pulled directly from NAV (which is
why we need strong Excel).
The successful candidate MUST have experience in Procurement + Planning. You will be involved in
cutting the PO and bringing in the product; determining when and how much product to procure. You
will be working with CMOs (Contract Manufacturing Organizations) is very important – and you need to
be comfortable with having difficult conversations and driving these conversations.
You should have Excellent Analytical expertise;
- prepare S&OP on a monthly basis
- determines KPIs
- runs reports
- good with numbers
For the person that meets these very specific requirements it will be a great job with a really talented
team to become a part of. But it is REALLY Fast PACED, and DEMANDING .. . some people thrive on
that.
You should have a University Education in Business or Logistics, preferably and a CSCMP designation,
or working towards one is definitely an asset.
Salary range is $100k with room to move for the right candidate.
If you thrive on a FAST PACE AND DEALING WITH CRITICAL VENDORS and will start at $100k, please send
me your RESUME and we can start the process
Send your application & Resume to:
Steven Bryce, C.P.A., C.A., M.B.A
647 929 4444 | sbryce@reimer.ca | LinkedIn | www.reimer.ca

